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A Cross-Chain
Ecosystem Unlike
Any Other..

AXON is a “Do-To-Earn” ecosystem with its own

blockchain, which is not limited to specific actions

and activities. 

You are given the opportunity to choose from a
wide variety of projects and endeavours, tailored
to your specific lifestyle and needs.
Enjoy rewards and get paid while exercising,
traveling, listening to your music and much more! 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Vision:
The vision is simple and straight-
forward:

To uplift the standard of living for
our investors and and help them
generate consistent revenue for
doing what they love doing the most. 
With various means to sustain the
ecosystem, it aims to be the go to
place for people to go live their lives
to the fullest.



Mission:
We intend to broaden and disseminate our ecosystem as a
physical and mental health statement and vision, with the
end goal of enabling as many individuals as we can to
examine facts regarding their health, while we keep the
entertainment factor high at the same time.
In addition, the AXON team plans to leverage every aspect of
social media for dissemination, aiding in the construction of
a vast environment that is capable of sustaining itself.
We are going to link the real-world user profiles with the
identities of the users in the virtual world, aiding individuals
to keep moving forward with their efforts to make more
positive behavioral improvements in the present day.



The EcoSystem
The AXON ecosystem is not limited to specific
activities (e.g. walk to earn), but has a wide variety
of apps from which the users can choose,
depending on their corresponding interests and
goals. 
The AXON ecosystem is composed of multiple Do-
To-Earn activities, giving its users the ability to
choose the ones that are appropriate for their
lifestyle and needs. 
Different tokens are used for each application, but
like the ecosystem, all of them are governed by
$AXC.



The EcoSystem

 Move to Earn ✈  Travel to Earn  Listen to Earn

 Play to Earn  Learn to Earn

TBA TBA TBA

Starting with the Move-To-Earn model, we will build up Travel-To-Earn along with multiple
other Do-To-Earn activities. We believe that the link that will be formed between users and

the community as a result of activities will encourage the growth of an ecosystem that is both
robust and sustainable. In the end, you will reap the advantages, both literally and

figuratively, of good health and financial prosperity.

https://emojipedia.org/person-running/
https://emojipedia.org/airplane/
https://emojipedia.org/headphone/
https://emojipedia.org/video-game/
https://emojipedia.org/open-book/


A step into the
future - Axon
Chains Blockchain

We are currently developing the
Axon Blockchain, one which will be
a home to all our do-to-earn apps. 
The blockchain will be open
exclusively for developers who
want to launch their own do-to-
earn apps and projects.
A detailed whitepaper will be out
soon - stay tuned!



 AXON Blockchain

$AXC holders Govern the
ecosystem 
Make decisions on current
projects

Functionalities
Expansion
Enhancements

New projects
Propose ideas and choose new
projects to be implemented
Fund new projects

Utility tokens for each new project



Presenting the
first product by
Axon Chains





AXON’s Move-To-Earn stylish and easy
to use app, which intends to alter the
global Healthy Lifestyle trend by
providing more value to personal
exercise and movement. 
To be released on Android & iOS, our
objective is to establish a community
where individuals may interact via
health and sports.
We are a team of dedicated
individuals committed to developing
innovative lifestyle-enhancing
solutions.

Walkie



Our Move-To-Earn app is based on an
essential everyday activity for the majority
of people: movement and exercise. 
Users gear up with Sneakers that contain
NFTs. 
The application is open to all users and
participants. Users are not required to
comprehend NFT or be familiar with the
Crypto space in order to begin. 
Start moving is all that is required to begin
utilizing AXON’s Move-To-Earn capabilities. 
You can either embark on this adventure
alone in the “Solo” mode, or along with your
friends and family in the “Multiplayer” mode.

Walkie



Solo
To begin your Move to Earn, you
must acquire an NFT Sneaker and
possess Stamina to obtain a
Walkie Access Token ($WALKIE).
Every 1 Stamina is comparable to
five minutes of movement, but
only after the purchase of
sneakers. 
Be mindful of your Stamina
before engaging in any physical
activity, as you cannot earn any
tokens without it. There are four
primary components of
$WALKIE/$AXC 

Sneaker Performance and Attributes - The greater
the performance, the greater the $WALKIE/min that
may be attained.

Sneaker Model - Each sneaker will provide you a
different quantity of $WALKIE. 

Sneaker & Moving Speed - To maximize their
benefits, users should move at the optimal speed
for their shoes. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Multiplayer

After accumulating a specific number of
points, users have the authority to
organize their own clubs and group
challenges. 
Leaders are also capable of pitting their
teams against one another.
The rankings are determined based on the
number of competitors and the total
kilometers achieved within a certain time
period.
In addition to $WALKIE/$AXC tokens, the
victorious team can obtain a rare NFT
Sneaker.



Presenting, the
Second product by
Axon Chains



Weaver  Travel
MAKE IT EASIER FOR EVERYONE TO EXPERIENCE THE
WORLD.

A smarter way to travel around the
world Weaver  Travel



General Idea
A travelling platform that enables users to be rewarded for

completing travel challenges,  contributing new challenges or
travel locations, spots and activities and for evaluating the

deployed challenges and content.
Made for travellers, adventurers, explores and family.



Motivation
Existing travel platforms provide the users with
details about accommodations, best prices and
extend as far as enabling them to provide
feedback on visited locations and travel spots.
The following issues have been identified..

The incentivization mechanisms for user
interaction and feedback is mostly provided
through the form of loyalty discounts and
gifts.

Users are required to search and index
these platforms for different locations to
visit and evaluate them based on distance,
pricing and whatever feedback has been
provided by previous visitors.

While users learn the necessary data about
the location they want to visit, their
interaction with that data is mainly used for
informative and geolocation purposes.



TRAVEL
CHALLENGES

Different Challenges in
Different locations. 

TRAVEL
KNOWLEDGE

Weaver travel research
platform aggregates
reviews and opinions of
members about
destinations,
accommodations
(including hotels, B&Bs,
specialty lodging and
vacation rentals),
restaurants and
activities throughout the
world through its
flagship Tripadvisor
brand

CRYPTO REWARDS
SYSTEM

Rewards will be sustainable which creates
more excitement and joy for the user.

Users will be rewarded with the utility
token, later on they can be rewarded
with governance token $AXC after
reaching specific level.

The integration of Blockchain into these
travel platforms can facilitate a
decentralized playground for users to
interact with travel challenges created by
their knowledge about travel locations,
spots and activities and gain rewards in
the form of cryptocurrencies or
destination rewards. This playground
can provide a way for new and advanced
decentralized business models by
gamifying the travel experience of the
user and his interaction with the
platform

Decentralized
Innovation

TBA..



Extra Platform Services

Flight Tickets

A metasearch engine and travel
agency. The company lets people
research and book travel options for
their trips, including flights.

Hotel Booking

By investing in technology that takes the
friction out of travel, Weaver seamlessly
connects millions of travelers to
memorable experiences, a variety of
transportation options, and incredible
places to stay – from homes to hotels,
and much more

Visa Processing

The main difference between a visa and
a passport is that a visa is an
endorsement placed within a passport
that grants the holder official
permission to enter, leave or stay in a
country for a specified time period. The
most common visa types are tourist,
student, work and transit visas. With us
we will help to identify your needs on
how to get a visa to specific country
destination you travelling to.



Landmark challenges where users will need to pass through a specific
geographical trail and complete a set of activities defined in these
challenges to earn crypto tokens. Base challenge activity will be user
feedback which will be evaluated and provided back to the users as a
way of rating the landmark. 

Event challenges where users will be invited to participate in several
challenges based on a specific geolocation which must be completed
in a specific time period. These could also be done in groups (!).
Redeem coupons for rewards other than crypto (shop vouchers) or in
form of fiat money.
Evaluating existing challenges with feedback will provide extra rewards
to the user, as they aid in the challenge evaluation process.
Registering new Landmark or Event Challenge can be rewarded as a
way of incentivizing user to add more content and expand the
ecosystem.
Flight ticket lotteries for using a specific airline to travel and start doing
landmark challenges on geographical location.

 {“Must visit”, “Should visit”, ”Could visit”, “Wouldn’t visit”}

Earning Concept



Improves connection among employees

Having more channels to communicate fosters
communication and collaboration - enabling employees to
work more efficiently.

Raises productivity

Having the right systems and tools in place helps increase
employees' productivity, boosting their performance and
allowing them to have a sense of accomplishment.

Encourages learning and development

Technology provides employees with access to resources and
the means to learn and evolve. 

Why Weaver?

Weaver brings back the joy and excitement in travelling.



Governance
The heart of AXON’s ecosystem is its users
and thus, the power to decide which projects
and activities will come into fruition passes
to them.
Depending on the $AXC holdings of each
user, their voting power will have the
corresponding gravity.
More specifically, $AXC holders will have the
ability to vote on matters of:

Challenges/Quests/Activities to be created in
the AXON’s ecosystem apps 
Equipment and NFT designs 
More is coming soon!

       Upcoming projects 



Website Launch
Private Sale
Security Audit
Presale
Beta Test
Dex Listing
Cex Listing

Q4 - 2022 Q1 - 2023 Q2 - 2023

Progressive Roadmap (1/2)

Buy $AXC with
Credit Card
Staking
Prepare Move-to-
Earn app
NFT Shoe Sale
Launch

Activity through
hardware integration
Athletics Partnership
Revealed
Travel to Earn
Application
Community &
competition events
CEX Listing
Prepare Mining Farm



Bridge to other
Blockchains
More Do-to-earn
Apps
More App specific
Token and NFTs
Push more Strategic
Marketing

Q3 - 2023 Q4 - 2023

Progressive Roadmap (2/2)

Develop more
interoperable apps
Charity Events
Axon Chains
Blockchain test-net
Marketing
CEX Listings
Axon Chains
Blockchain



Total Supply:
250 Million

6

Tokenomics

10%BUY SELL

a. Private sale: 31,200,000 Token
b. Presale: 122,400,000 Token 
c. Utility Future Developments :
19,700,000 Million Locked
d. Support Utility Projects (in form of
Rewards): 20 Million Locked 
e. CEX Listings: 20 Million Locked 
f. Staking: 25Million (will incorporate

stable APY for a long term

sustainability)

g. Influencers | Partners: 11,700,000
Tokens 

Total Supply: 250 Million 
 

Token Allocations:

Token Price $AXS :
-Initial price: 0.0045 
-Presale price: 0.0040
-Private price: 0.0035

Market cap Estimation :
* TGE Mcap : 647,325$
* Fully diluted Marketcap : 1,145,506$

Taxes Will be Reduced when we get in Top Tier exchanges 



1% LP 1% Phoenix

4% Utility Development 4% Marketing

Tax Breakdown

Strong liquidity pool is required to mitigate
sell pressure but also welcomes in big players

to invest if the LP pool stays strong.

We will develop and deploy a variety of
high quality projects in our ecosystem

(particularly in the “Do-To-Earn” sector),
which will require funding

Used as a treasury for buy backs or
emergency funds for the charts.

Marketing will be required to push the multiple
projects in development of our Ecosystem. We

will use traditional & non traditional crypto
marketing strategies.



Revenue Generation Model
AxonChains Sustainability

Token sustainability is a crucial implementation that will
be integrated and maintained

Ad Revenue: All utility apps developed within the ecosystem will
be integrated with ads. This will allow non-crypto users to use
the apps & all ad revenue will be pumped back into the token.

Real Time Events: We will host RTE where users will have to
subscribe in order to participate to events.

Sponsors/Partnerships: We will engage in building connections
with sponsors to help diversify the AxonChains to different
networks.

Taxes from Services: Once our utilities have been deployed, they
will be injecting LP into the core LP of $AXC aswell as buybacks.

Mining Crypto Rewards: Another form of revenue to help sustain
the token will be by setting up mining farms. The revenue
generated by the farms will be put back into the tokens LP and
used for further growth plans



FAHD
Marketer

Meet the team:

VAIOS
Researcher &

Developer

THODORIS
Developer

AXONHERO
Community Lead

The Axon Chains team comes from a diverse background ranging from marketing,
cyber security, development and managing communities.
Utilizing all these skills, the team will help accelerate the growth of the token by
taking decisive measures based on experience.
The team is KYCd & Doxxed! Linkdins are available via the AxonChains.com website. 




